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Summary
The bulletin of the Medicints
Inforutation Cmtre, Drug Safety
Newg }a.r bem in existence sincc
Janunry 1981.,4s Drug Safety News
(rum called. Infor-med) entns tltis ncw
decede, a new image is eruerging. A
questitrnnaire wa.s drawn wp and was
includcd in tho ballatin to epaluate the
subscriberc'responre t0 cha,nges in the
hulletin- Of the 655 questionneircs scnt
t0 docturs, phannnciils and academin,
l2l compbted questi.onnaires wne
receiped. Aftr having analysed the
respoltses to tbe qucstiannaire it wa.s
esteblished that a shut inforruative
bull.etin containing infonnntbn an the
therapeutic ase of drags, ahnse d.rug
reactiolts and drug interactians is widcly
rea.d. and well receiped. by the heahh
profession.
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Introduction

The Medicines Information Centre
(MIC) is an independent, neutral body
within the Dept of Pharmacology
of the lJnilersiw of Cape Tovm. It is a
Section 2l Company (non profit-
making) and was established in f980
as the IJCT: Ciba Geigl'Medicines
Safetv Centre. Until 1989 the Centre
uas funded by Ciba-Geigy (Pty) Ltd.
At present the Medicines Information
Centre is funded joindl, by 2 I companies
within the pharmaceutical industry.

The function of the centre is to
research and provide information and
expert assistance on all mafters

pertaining to the rational usage of
medicines in southern Africa, thcreby
promoting the health of all its people.

Its aims include:

- Monitoring and collecting adverse
drug reactions (ADRs)

- Promoting the rational usage of
medicines

- Providing advice on ADRs,
therapeutics, pharmacokinetics,
dosage regimens and clinical
problems

- Conducting pharmaco-
epidemiological research-

Every quarter since fanuary l98l the
Centre has circulated a bulletin,
Drug Safety News, to docrors,
dentists and pharmacists in the
Western Cape. The format has
remained vimrally unchanged
through the years, and the theme of
an adverse drug reaction bulletin has
remained constant. In 1988 cosmetic
changes were made to the bulletin;
the size was increased to A4, the new
logo was introduced and the
therapeutic sheet incorporated into
the text of the bulletin-

As Drug Safety News enters this new
decade a new image is emerging.
Adverse drug reaction reports are still
evident, however, the bad news
(adverse drug reactions) will be
tempered by good news, in the form
of practical therapeutic contributions.
One of the basic aims of the editorial
function witl be to produce
comparative information on the
benefit/risk ratio of drug treatment-

The e xpense of publishing continues
to increase and expanding the
distribution nationwide would be
beyond the limited resources of the
Centre. However, I I 500 readers
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could be reached, as opposed to the
present 2000, by incorporating the
bulletin in a well known national
journal. Since the bulletin is
published for its readers it should
contain the information they require.
It is for this reason that a
questionnaire was drawn up to assess
and evaluate the requirements and
opinions of readers towards changes
in the bulletin.

Subjects and methods
A simple questionnaire with a
business reply-paid envelope was
included in the October 1990 issue
of the bulletin. Subscribers were
asked to complete the questionnaire
and return it in the enclosed
envelope.

The questionnaire comprised eleven
ouestions which had to be answered
on a scale of I to 5 ranging from
completely dissatisfied to completely
satisfied. The subscriber was asked to
encircle a number on the dissatisfied,/
satisfied scale. The format of the
questionnaire also included a section
fbr suggestions by the subscriber. Of
the 655 questionnaires distributed,
12L completed questionnaires and 5
incompletely filled in questionnaires
were received. The completed
questionnaires were received mainly
from doctors, pharmacists and
academics.

Analysis of responses
The questionnaires received were
analysed and a histogram was plotted
by extrapolating the data from the l-
5 scale. The numerical scale of 1-5
was divided into 3 sections, where the
numerical values of I & 2 which
represented "completely dissatisfi ed"
were assigned a NO, and 4 & 5
which represented "completely
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satisfied" were assigned a YES. The
value of3 being at the centre ofthe
scale was assigned a MAYBE.

Questions and results

l. Is the information contained in
the bulletin of use to youf

The majority of subscribers said
that the information contained in
the bulletin was of use to them.

2. Do you require more
information on theraoeutics I

Tes
No
Mnybt
Unanswered.

Tes
No
Maybe
Unanswered

Tes
No
Maybe
Unanswered,

Tes
No
Maybe
Unanswered,

73,8o/o
0,87o

14,3o/o
ll,Io/o

6l,ro/o
r ).,Iolo
19,0o/o
8,87o

61,9o/o
9,5o/o

22,2o/o
6,4o/o

46,0o/o
26,2o/o
23,0o/o

4,8o/o

Most subscribers felt that more
information ou therapeutics was
required.

3. Do you require more
information on selected drugsl

A significant proportion of
subscribers required more
information on selected drugs.

4. Would you be interested in
comments from the
pharmaceutical industryf
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Subscribers were divided as to
whether the bulletin should
contain corrrments from the
pharmaceutical industry.

5. Would you be interested in
comnents from local expertsf

Tes
Na
Maybe
Unanswered.

Comments from local experts
would be welcomed by most
subscribers.

6. Would you be prepared to
submit articles for oublicationl

Tes
-Itro
Mnybe
Unanswered.

Tes
No
Mrybt
Unanswered.

Tes
No
MaNt
Unnnswered.

69,8o/o
8,7o/o

15,9o/o
5,60/o

13,5o/o
59,50/o
r5,ro/o
ll,go/o

48,4o/o
20,60/o
2L,4o/o

9,60/o

56,3o/o
19,8o/o
).5,Lo/o
8,80/o

Most subscribers were reluctant
to submit articles for publication
in the bulletin.

7. Would you be interested in
receiving the bulletin bi-monthlyl

8. Would you be interested in
receiving the bulletin monthlyf

Subscribers preferred a monthly
issue of the bulletin although a
significant percentage of
subscribers were unsure about
the bi-monthly issue.
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9. Would you be interested in
subscribing to the bulletinf

Tn 55-60/0
No l5,9o/o
Ma1be L9,0o/o
Unanswered. 9,5o/o

Subscription to the bulletin was
favoured.

I0. Would you prefer to see the
bulletin as paft of a national
iournalf

Tes
No
Mnybt
Unanswered.

34,Lo/o
48,4o/o
8,7o/o
8,8%

ll. Would you subscribe to such a
journal rather than to the
bulletinf

Tes
Na
Mnybe
Unanswered

23,0o/o
44,4o/o
19,0o/o
L3,60/o

Subscribers rejected both the
idea of the bulletin being part of
a national journal, and the idea
ofsubscribing to ajournal rather
than to a bulletin.

Discussion
After analysing the completed
questionnaires in order to plot a
histogram, the suggestions made by
subscribers were evaluated. The
majority of subscribers were satisfied
with the content of the bulletin as it
is short, informative and easy to read.
There were, however, a number of
subscribers who thought that more
emphasis should be placed on
therapeutics. Suggestions included:
Therapeutic Tips,/Hints from local
experts, and simple diagrams in the
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therapeutic sheet eg reflecting
mechanisms of action of a drug on a
receptor such as Digoxin on ATPase.
A number of subscribers felt that
comoarative articles on classes of
drugl and their effectiveness would
be of immense value to them. There
was also a suggestion that the entire
bulletin should occasionally discuss
or review one topic or one particular
drug group eg benzodiazepines,
treatment of gout, asthma,
arrhlthmias or hlpercholesterolaemia,

From the suggestions evaluated it was
evident that the format of the bulletin
was favoured by the subscribers. One
of its main advantages is that it
consists of a few pages, which makes
it easy to read and file. Subscribers
felt that journals tend to lie around,
are difficult to file and retrieve- and
not even opened. Many subscribers,
however, did recommend that
"Prescribers points to ponder"
should be alone on a single (double-
sided) page for easy filing and regular
updating. There was an appeal by
veterinarians for more information in
their particular field.

The majority of subscribers criticised
the structure ofthe questionnaire and
thought that it required a YES,/NO
answer rather than a numerical
satisfaction index.

Conclusion
The survey established that a short,
informative bulletin containing
information on the therapeutic use of
drugs, adverse drug reactions and
dmg interactions is widely read and
well received by the health profession.




